Team Leaders Meeting
Day 2 - Sprint
08/06/2015

Event Controlling and Jury
Event Controlling
IOF Senior Event Advisor (SEA): Mark Stodgell / Great Britain
National Controller: Tiago Fernandes / Portugal

Jury
Ursula Haeusermann – Switzerland
Nermin Fenmen - Turkey
Wolfgang Eberle - Austria
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Rules Deviation
Late start policy
Rule deviations/special rules: For all the athletes except Elites – if it is still possible
to start at the original minute, the athlete will be positioned in the start corridor in
accordance with the start minute he/she has, if not, they will start in the next
available 30 second slot, but the original start time stands and will be utilised to
calculate the result
see next slide for Clarification for the Elite
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Rules clarification for the Elites:
Elite Late Start Rule for this competition:
The late athlete will start 10 minutes after the last elite athlete starts.
A look through the start list for a free slot will be done as a check if any other
chance exist to start sooner
Our decision it is based that the elite new start time must not interfere with other
riders (ie not on a 30 sec or between two other riders interfering with the time
difference defined and use in the .

Extract from the Rules
22.9
– Competitors who are late for their start time through their own fault shall be permitted to start.
The organiser will determine at which time they may start, considering the possible influence
on other competitors. They shall be timed as if they had started at their original start time.

22.10
– Competitors who are late for their start time through the fault of the organiser shall be given a
new start time
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Day 2 - Tuesday, 9th June (Penha Garcia)
Sprint Distance Race
08:30-14:00: Opening hours of the Event Office at the Sprint distance arena in Penha Garcia
09:00: Start quarantine open.
09:50: Last entry to the start quarantine
10:00: Start for Sprint course (EYMTBOC, EJMTBOC, WMMTBOC)
11:15: Start for Sprint course (EMTBOC)
13:00: Flower ceremony at finish area of Sprint distance
15:00-21:00: Opening hours of the EO at the EC
15:00: Deadline for names/start group allocation for Middle distance competition at the EC.
17:00: Team Leaders Meeting at EC.
18:00: Prize giving ceremony (EYMTBOC) for Sprint distance at EC.
18:15: Prize giving ceremony (EJMTBOC) for Sprint distance at EC.
18:30: Prize giving ceremony (WMMTBOC) for Sprint distance at EC.
19:30: Prize giving ceremony (EMTBOC) for Sprint distance at EC.
19:45: Prize giving ceremony Unofficial Mixed Sprint Relay Mix 80 and Mix 100
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Travel & Logistic + Quarantine
Travel & Logistic
Distance from EC to the arena in Penha Garcia: 12 Km (15 min driving).
Directions: follow the direction Penha Garcia (EN239 – National road 239). The event will be
signed from the EN239, with orienteering guiding arrows on the village approaches.
Parking: In areas marked with signs. Distance from parking to start and finish is a few hundred
meters (start with 50 m climb). The athletes of ME and WE classes are allowed to park their
vehicles inside the general quarantine zone (Parking 2).
Competitors’ clothes and other personal belongings will be transported by the organiser from
the start quarantine to the finish arena. Please pack your things in a plastic bag provided at
the start quarantine and mark the bag with your start number.

Quarantine
General quarantine open at 08:30. All athletes have to go into quarantine before 9:50.
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Map collection
All Maps will be collected. They will be returned before the meeting of team
leaders.
For fairness reasons don’t reveal anything important from the courses or the
terrain to the other competitors in the open and unofficial races.
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Map of Arena
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Course Detail
Start procedures: SI-clear is found outside start boxes. There are 3 start boxes,
which you enter 3 minutes before time start. In box 1 your SI-number is confirmed
by the start staff. In box 2 you have the SI-check. In box 3 you pick up your map (it
is your responsibility to pick up the correct map). After your time start you have to
follow a mandatory route to the start point which is marked by a flag in the
terrain.
Tracking: Athletes of Red and Orange start groups will wearing tracking units
(GPS). Another 10 athletes (to be indicated) too.
All the Elite athletes, that will be riding with a GPS, should get their equipment before
departing, they will be available 30 minutes before the departing of the first Elite athlete.

Finish procedures: Finish SI stations will be on the finish line. It is a punching finish.
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Distance tables and climb per categories:
European
ME
WE
M20
W20
M17
W17

Sprint
length (km)
7,5
6,6
6,3
4,6
3,8
3,1

Masters

Sprint

M40
W40
M50
W50
M60
W60
M70
W70
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Maps:
climb (m)
170
130
105
115
90
85

controls
29
27
26
20
19
16

Map scale: 1:7.500, with a part at 1/4.000 (The centre of the old urban
area will be a blow up of the map to show a better understanding of the
high density of buildings, stairs, roads and alleyways. This can be viewed
and used during the Model Event of Idanha a Velha where the concept
can be tested by all the athletes)
Contours: 5 meters
Map size: 22 x 25 cm
Paper type: Waterproof
Sprint

length (km)

climb (m)

controls

6,4
6,3
6,6
4,5
4,6
4,3
4,3
3,8

160
105
130
115
115
95
95
90

28
26
27
19
20
21
21
19

M45
W45
M55
W55
M65
W65
M75

Length (km)

Climb (m)

6,4
6,3
6,6
4,5
4,6
4,3
4,3

160
105
130
115
115
95
95

contr
ols
28
26
27
19
20
21
21

Terrain Description
The event take place in combined urban and farmland / scrub
area with multiple paths, open areas, buildings, and numerous
man made features. Some steep areas with technical up or
downhill sections, including potentially unridable steps.
Thorny vegetation can be found, therefore puncture protection is
strongly recommended.
All the competitions area is open to public traffic. The courses
cross and use several public roads. There will be marshal’s with
whistles at the most critical places to help safe crossing and
minimize disruption.
Riders should follow the instruction of marshals. Still, it is the riders’
responsibility to observe traffic rules and avoid unsafe practices.
As in any village some dogs may be found, chained or loose.
Efforts will be made to ensure owners restrain them during the
event.
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Warnings
Sections of the course will take place in the old part of the village, on very narrow
streets with close angle corners, all riders need to pay special attention to the
possibility of an unexpected resident exiting of their house or walking on the
street. An announcement of the competition was done with several notices for
the possible danger to the local population but we cannot control that there will
be no movements in the streets and that a car will not block one of this passages,
although extra effort will be made on the morning of the event.
On critical and more dangerous passages routes and junctions there will be
marshals with whistles present to control the traffic and announce the presence of
any possible obstacle or arrival of a car.
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Red Start Group - EMTBOC
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Orange Start Group - EMTBOC
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Other start Groups and other Info’s

•
•
•

•
•
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The start draw shall be made with 3 starting groups, each starting group being drawn at random.
Competitors from the same Federation shall not start consecutively. In each individual
competition each Federation shall allocate its competitors to specified starting groups. A
Federation shall allocate one competitor to each group first (before allocating second
competitor to the same group). If a Federation fails to allocate its competitors to starting
groups, the organiser shall decide the allocation.
There is a spectator point / control: It is forbidden for riders to diverge from the marked route.
The use of telecommunication devices (mobile phones etc.) inside the quarantine zones is not
allowed.
The time limit for complaints is 13:15. Complaints received after this time limit will only be
considered if there are valid exceptional circumstances which must be explained in the
complaint. Any complaint shall be made in writing to the organizer – contact the staff at the
finish.
Flowers ceremony starts at 13.30 for EYMTBOC, EJMTBOC, WMMTBOC and EMTBOC.
Prize giving ceremony starts at 18.00 (in the EC). There are prizes for the 6 best placed women
and men in EYMTBOC, EJMTBOC, WMMTBOC and EMTBOC/WCup.

